Veritas NetBackup Recovery Vault
Seamless cloud storage managed by Veritas.

Overview
Veritas NetBackupTM Recovery Vault is a cloud-based data

Why NetBackup Recovery Vault?

retention service that provides a seamless, fully managed
secondary storage option for NetBackup users.
Thousands of organizations worldwide rely on NetBackup to
protect over 100 exabytes of data. Recovery Vault is fully
integrated with NetBackup, simplifying cloud storage as a
service while delivering limitless scale. Recovery Vault securely
retains data in the cloud without compromising crucial security
or compliance policies.

• Reduce risks—Manage crucial cloud security,
retention and compliance within NetBackup.
• Scale limitlessly—Efficiently manage data growth
without compromising manageability.
• Lower TCO—Choose a predictable as-a-service
subscription with zero hidden costs.
• Automate resiliency—Protect data from
ransomware and other threats with intelligent cloud

Recovery Vault: Keep Your Data Safe and Sound

policies and air-gapped multi-cloud isolation.

Every organization understands that unprotected data is a
disaster waiting to happen. Traditional approaches to cloud data
protection aren’t keeping pace with IT complexity, growing threats or economic expectations.
Recovery Vault and the NetBackup Intelligent Cloud Policy Engine ensure no data gets left behind, and air-gapped multi-cloud
isolation provides complete protection from ransomware and other threats. With NetBackup Recovery Vault, an organization can be
confident its data is secure in the cloud, plan for disaster recovery, meet compliance and governance requirements, and prevent data
loss from ransomware.

Managed by Veritas
With Recovery Vault, protecting critical data in
the cloud has never been easier. Seamlessly
integrated with NetBackup, its easy-to-use UI
simplifies provisioning, management, and
monitoring of cloud storage resources and
retention policies.
In

In just a few simple steps, you can
automatically provision the cloud storage
target of your choice, make it available to the
user, and assign it to a NetBackup workflow as
a new storage target.

Reducing Complexity and Risks
Recovery Vault not only simplifies the process of provisioning new storage in the cloud, it also reduces risks.
When using self-managed public cloud service providers for backup, provisioning new storage requires a series of cumbersome steps
to create an account, define access tiers, select the protection policies, and validate the configuration. This process can introduce gaps
in both security and compliance. Recovery Vault eliminates the complexity and reduces risks. You provision and manage all storage as a
service resources from within NetBackup’s locked-down security and role-based authentication policies. Eliminating separate accounts
and user interfaces across cloud providers ensures that security and compliance policies are in check.
And because Recovery Vault is an integral feature of NetBackup, your cloud storage benefits from its same capabilities, including:
• Data encryption in transit and at rest—Ensures compliance and protects data from ransomware and other malicious attacks.
• AI/ML-based anomaly detection—Identifies and alerts on unexpected changes to backup data before an event can occur, ensuring
that data is always recoverable.
• NetBackup Intelligent Cloud Policy Engine—Abstracts cloud data protection complexity by detecting new workloads and
automatically applying protection policies across all major clouds.

Lowest TCO
Data growth is exceeding forecasts, and backup to the cloud can be a complex, slow and expensive over-budget experience. NetBackup
Recovery Vault turns the challenging processes of enterprise cloud data protection into an automatic and seamless practice. Recovery
Vault effortlessly scales protection across the hybrid cloud while controlling costs, so you can:
• Eliminate being blindsided by big cloud bills from unexpected data ingress and egress fees.
• Streamline operations with automation and consolidated management.
• Pay for only what’s used with a pay-as-you-go subscription service.
• Minimize costs while improving SLAs with client-side compression and deduplication that reduces the amount of data sent, stored
and retrieved from the cloud, saving both money and time.
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Recovery Vault offers a single, flexible repository for all your data sources—from on-premises to your public cloud workloads. You can
store anything NetBackup can protect in Recovery Vault.
From fast provisioning to integrated reporting and trending analysis on storage consumption plus the value of a single vendor for
technical support for your entire data protection solution, NetBackup Recovery Vault ensures the lowest overall total cost of ownership
(TCO) for your organization.

Learn More
Veritas has over 15 years of experience in SaaS solutions and has been ranked a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Enterprise
Backup & Recovery for 16 years running. We’ve helped the largest companies protect their data from the edge to the core and the
cloud, and we welcome the opportunity to work with you.
Recovery Vault is available as a simple, subscription-based license in one-, two- or three-year increments.
To learn more about NetBackup Recovery Vault, visit www.veritas.com/recoveryvault.

About Veritas
Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 80,000 customers—
including 87 percent of the Fortune Global 500—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify
data management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates the protection and
orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical
applications, and provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data
regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a deployment model to fit any need, Veritas
Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud
platforms. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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